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I. Introduction
Payments fraud represents a significant and growing issue in the United States and abroad. There was more than $8 billion in
fraud over U.S. non-cash payment systems in 2015, a 37 percent increase from 2012 [1]. Financial institutions and payment
operators are increasingly relying on machine learning algorithms to develop efficient and effective fraud detection systems
[2]. In this applied project, I implement and assess the performance of various machine learning models, including logistic
regression, random forests, and neural networks, using a rich dataset from Kaggle. The dataset contains approximately 300,000
credit card transactions occurring over two days in Europe.
A key challenge with payments fraud data is class imbalance. In the Kaggle dataset, roughly 99.8 percent of the transactions
are labeled as legitimate and 0.2 percent as fraudulent. Class imbalance can make it difficult for standard models to learn to
distinguish between the majority and minority classes [3]. As part of this project, I explore and assess methods to address this
issue, including sampling techniques such as undersampling the majority class and oversampling the minority class. Due to
privacy concerns, it is not possible to infer meaningful relationships between most of the variables in the dataset. For this
reason, the focus of my project is on predictive performance rather than inference.

II. Related Academic Work
There is a long history of using machine learning for fraud detection in the payments industry. Bhattacharyya et. al. note that
while fraud algorithms are actively used by banks and payment companies, the breadth of studies on the use of machine learning
techniques for payment fraud detection is limited [4], possibly due to the sensitive nature of the data. Their study concluded
that random forests, though not widely deployed, may outperform more traditional methods. Roy et. al. found that network size
is the strongest driver of a neural network’s performance for fraud classification [5]. Chaudhary et. al. note that no single
algorithm is pareto optimal across all performance metrics; each has a unique set of strengths and weaknesses [6].
Class imbalance in Machine Learning is a wide area of research. Various techniques are deployed to address this problem,
including oversampling the minority class, undersampling the majority class, generating synthetic samples of the minority
class, and adjusting the relative cost of misclassifying the minority and majority class. Japkowicz and Stephen conclude that
the effects of class imbalance depend on the severity of the imbalance, sample size and the classifier used, noting that sampling
techniques may negatively affect the performance of certain classifiers [7]. Cui et. al. highlight research suggesting that
oversampling can lead to overfitting, while added noise from synthetic data generation can reduce predictive performance [8].
III. Data and Features
The Kaggle dataset contains 31 variables and nearly 300,000
credit card transactions labeled as either legitimate or
fraudulent [9]. Table 1 provides descriptive information about
the dataset. An important attribute of the dataset is that it has
been processed to protect cardholder privacy. In particular, it
contains 28 non-descriptive numerical variables (V1, …, V28)
that are the result of a principal components analysis (PCA)
transformation of several variables of interest that could not be
publicly disclosed.
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Table 1: Dataset description
Variable
Description
Time
Time elapsed since first transaction
V1
Non-descriptive variables resulting from a
PCA dimensionality reduction to protect
⋮
sensitive data
V28
Amount
Transaction Amount
Class
Class label (1 = Fraud; 0 otherwise)
n = 284,807 observations
d = 31 variables

Table 2: Class distribution
All transactions
Fraud
Nonfraud

Number
284,807
492
284,135

Table 3: Transaction value by class
Total Value
All transactions
25,162,590
Fraud
60,128
Nonfraud
25,102,462

Percent
100
0.173
99.827

Avg. Value
88.35
88.29
122.21

Preliminary analysis reveals several interesting features about the data. Table 2 shows the split of fraudulent and legitimate
transactions. Only 492 transactions, or less than 0.2 percent, are fraudulent, highlighting a stark class imbalance. Table 3 shows
that fraudulent transactions have greater transaction value on average than legitimate transactions. A correlation analysis (not
shown) reveals that the class labels are correlated with several of the PCA variables. Further, the PCA variables are uncorrelated
with each other, consistent with the fact that they are orthogonal and have been standardized to have zero mean. Figure 1
shows a sampling of pairwise plots of the principal components colored by class. These plots reveal striking patterns for the
fraudulent and legitimate transactions in the principal component feature space. They suggest that machine learning models
have a chance to learn from the data and classify transactions effectively.
Some preprocessing of the data was necessary prior to modeling. To start, I partitioned the data frame into train, validation,
and test sets (2/3, 1/6, 1/6 split). For the logistic regression model with a quadratic boundary, I computed all quadratic and
interaction terms of the original features. Additionally, prior to fitting the neural network, I applied min-max normalization to
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the features, as is typically done to promote faster convergence: 𝑧# = (-.(%)'()*(%)
.
For most of the models, I used all available variables in the dataset. Feature selection generally did not improve predictive
performance given the large sample size. The exception was in fitting the quadratic model, which enlarged the feature space to
almost 500 variables, leading to overfitting. In this case, I performed L1 (LASSO) regularization to delete variables from the
model and reduce the variance of the fit.
Figure 1: Pairwise plots of selected principal components

IV. Methods
I used R statistical software for all parts of the analysis2. Four primary model categories were considered: simple logistic
regression, logistic regression with quadratic terms and LASSO regularization, random forests, and neural networks. In fitting
the models, I followed a tournament-style procedure where a series of models were trained in each model category. Parameters
for each model were tuned using either k-fold cross validation or simple cross validation. The best performing model on the
validation set in each category was selected as a finalist. At the end of the process, the four finalists were refit using the
combined training and validation sets and assessed against the test set, which had remained untouched throughout the training
process.
Accuracy and other standard performance metrics are often misleading in the presence of significant class imbalance. Case in
point: for the current dataset, a naive classifier that always predicts “not fraud” will have an accuracy rate of 99.8 percent
despite classifying all fraudulent transactions incorrectly. To address this issue, I use area under the precision-recall curve
(AUPRC) as my primary performance metric. AUPRC is an attractive metric since it focuses on the accuracy and quality of
predictions made on the minority class. Moreover, unlike some other performance metrics, AUPRC is threshold invariant (an
example of a threshold is to classify as “fraud” if the model’s predicted probability of fraud is greater than 0.5). In an industrial
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My R code for the analysis is available at https://github.com/arr1552/CS229-final-project.
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setting, a high AUPRC provides some degree of reassurance to the financial institution or payment operator that it can flexibly
select a threshold based on its unique business requirements and still obtain reasonable performance.
Given the size of the dataset and computational complexity of some of the procedures, a number of decisions were made to
ensure that the training process remained tractable within a reasonable timeframe. For example, as discussed in greater detail
in the results and discussion section, in certain cases, I opted for simple cross validation to tune parameters. Of course, in an
industrial setting, one would tune parameters to the full model being fit and employ nested cross validation to get the best
performance out of the available data.
A. Sampling Methods
To help address the class imbalance issue, I employed four sampling techniques to increase the proportion of minority examples
in the training set:
1. Undersampling – balances the data by randomly choosing observations from the majority class to exclude
2. Oversampling – balances the data by randomly oversampling the minority class
3. Both – a hybrid method that employs both undersampling and oversampling
4. ROSE – a synthetic data generation method that balances the data by creating artificial samples of the minority class
in the neighborhood of existing examples [10]
Increasing the proportion 𝑝 of minority class examples using these methods has the effect of increasing the penalty of
misclassifying an observation in the minority class with respect to the loss function.
B. Simple Logistic Regression
3
Logistic regression is a widely used discriminative learning algorithm that uses a hypothesis of the form ℎ1 (𝑥) = 345 6789. In its
simplistic form, logistic regression fits a linear decision boundary in the feature space to model a binary dependent variable.
Parameters are fit by maximum likelihood, where the log likelihood is given by
I

ℓ(𝜃) = < 𝑦 (#) log ℎB𝑥 (#) C + B1 − 𝑦(#) C log G1 − ℎB𝑥 (#)CH
#J3

C. Logistic Regression with Quadratic Terms and LASSO Regularization
In addition to fitting simple logistic regression models, I also fit models with a quadratic decision boundary in the original
feature space by expanding the feature set to include all quadratic and interaction terms. As discussed above, enlarging the
feature space in this way can lead to significant overfitting. To address this issue, I used LASSO regularization to reduce the
variance of the fit using the glmnet package in R.
The LASSO adds an 𝐿3 penalty term to the loss function, 𝜆‖𝜃‖3 , where 𝜆 > 0 is a parameter that determines the amount of
regularization. The 𝐿3 penalty has the tendency to zero out coefficients in the model as 𝜆 grows, and so the LASSO is often
described as a method that implicitly performs feature selection. I computed 𝜆 using 3- or 10-fold cross validation, depending
on the computational complexity of the specific model.
D. Random Forests
Tree-based models stratify the predictor space into simple regions that can be used to classify the dependent variable. Although
simple tree methods are generally not competitive with other machine learning techniques, combining a large number of trees
using methods such as bagging, boosting, and random forests often results in significant improvements in prediction accuracy,
at the expense of some loss interpretation. That’s not a bad tradeoff for the project at hand since the goal is to maximize
predictive performance over interpretability.
I fit random forest (RF) models to the dataset. The RF method is similar to bagging in that it builds a large number of decision
trees on bootstrapped training samples [11]. In particular, a simple decision tree is fit on B bootstrap samples and predictions
3
for each tree are averaged together to obtain a consensus prediction: 𝑓QRS (𝑥) = T ∑TWJ3 𝑓 ∗W (𝑥). The difference between RFs and
bagging lies in how the simple trees are fit. When building a RF, a random set of predictors is chosen for each split in the tree.
This method has the effect of decorrelating the trees, reducing bias when their predictions are ultimately averaged together.
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E. Neural Networks
Neural Networks are a popular set of machine learning algorithms that are widely used for credit card fraud detection.
Conceptually, a neural network is composed of simple elements called neurons that receive inputs, change their internal state
based on that input, and produce an output based on an activation function. These systems can learn to detect complex patterns
in data without using task-specific rules.
I employed a simple fully connected neural network using the nnet package in R. The models fit consist of a single hidden
layer and use the logistic activation function. To reduce computational complexity, I selected the number of hidden units to use
for all models fit by simple cross validation for one of the models. I also tested the weights option in the nnet function as an
alternative method for dealing with class imbalance. The weight method directly changes how observations in each class are
penalized in the loss function. The weight 𝑤 value was also selected by simple cross validation.

V. Results and Discussion
Four subsamples of the training dataset were created using the sampling methods discussed in section IV (A). Simple cross
validation was used to select the value of the proportion of minority class (𝑝) using the PRAUC criterion. Given the substantial
run times (hours) for the quadratic and Random Forest models, 𝑝 was selected only on the basis of performance in the simple
linear logistic regression models on the validation set. In an industrial setting, this parameter should be tuned separately for
each model.
Figure 2: PRAUC vs. minority class
proportion (simple logistic regression)

As shown in Figure 2, increasing 𝑝 at first increases the performance of the
sampling methods relative to fitting on the original training dataset (no
sampling). As 𝑝 continues to increase, performance declines in all of the
sampling methods and eventually stabilizes in Oversampling and ROSE and
continues to decrease in Undersampling and Both. As 𝑝 increases, the sample
size of the Undersampling dataset drops significantly due to the class
imbalance, yielding significant loss of information and performance
degradation. I find 𝑝 = 0.02 leads to the best performing models. Using this
value of 𝑝 increases the proportion of minority samples by roughly a factor
of 10 relative to the original dataset.
Table 4 shows the performance of all models assessed against the validation
set after the first stage of training. In addition to AUPRC (our primary
performance metric), area under the receiver operating characteristic
(AUROC) curve is included for reference. In the linear logistic regression
category, all of the sampling methods except Undersampling outperform the
original training dataset. ROSE and Oversampling performed the best, with
ROSE winning the category by a small margin.

Figure 3: LASSO plots for undersampling strategy
Coefficient shrinkage path (left);
CV results for regularization parameter (right)

In the quadratic logistic regression category, the optimal value of
the regularization parameter 𝜆 was selected by 3- or 10-fold cross
validation depending on the computational complexity of the
model. Figure 3 shows coefficient shrinkage paths and error rates
as a function of 𝜆 for the Undersampling dataset. From the right
plot, we see evidence of significant overfitting when 𝜆 is close to
zero. For the optimal values of 𝜆, we see from table 4 that there is
a significant improvement in PRAUC for the Oversampling
method relative to the corresponding model without quadratic
terms, indicating that expanding the feature space may improve
model performance.
The performance of Undersampling
marginally increased, Both largely remained stable, while
ROSE’s performance decreased. The algorithm did not converge
for the no-sampling group.
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The RF models had great predictive performance. Every sampling
method in this category outperformed corresponding methods in the
other categories. Moreover, they were simple to train, though they had
long run times. Within the RF category, oversampling modestly
outperformed other sampling methods. The no-sampling group also
performed well, suggesting that RFs may be robust to the class
imbalance issue, at least with this particular dataset. Due to the high
computational demands of training these models, I opted to use the
default value for the parameter that controls the number of variables the
model randomly considers at each tree split. In practice, one would tune
this parameter with cross validation to optimize performance.
Nonetheless, performance with the default value is impressive.

Table 4: Model performance on validation set
AUROC
AUPRC
Simple logistic: linear terms only
No sampling
0.9822538
0.6973303
Undersampling
0.9821079
0.6813981
Oversampling
0.9800541
0.7267684
Both
0.9844079
0.7061640
ROSE
0.9792802
0.7301219

The neural network models had disappointing performance. As
discussed in the methods section, I selected the number of hidden units
by simple cross validation and found the best performance using three
hidden units. These algorithms exhibited unstable performance across
multiple runs, though the ROSE sample generally performed well and
was the clear winner in this category. Due to the long run times, it was
difficult to diagnose whether the poor performance was the result of
insufficient tuning, the dataset, or another factor. Given these issues, I
also tried the weighted option in the nnet package on the regular
training set. I selected the value of the weights by cross validation and
found that giving the minority class a weight of 100 times the majority
class led to the best performance, but the final model yielded
unsatisfactory results. In addition, I tried training the neural networks
using other R packages without significant improvement. Given
additional time and computing resources, I would investigate these
performance issues further.

Random forest
No sampling
Undersampling
Oversampling
Both
ROSE

Table 5 and Figure 4 shows the performance of the finalist models on
the test set after they were retrained using the combined data in the
training and validation sets. All finalist models performed quite well,
indicating that they generalize to new examples. The random forest
combined with oversampling was the best performing model across
almost every objective performance metric.
Table 5a: Finalist performance on test set
AUROC
AUPRC
Linear logistic (ROSE) 0.9836798
0.8347616
Quad logistic (Over)
0.9839819
0.8840936
Random Forest (Over) 0.9839583
0.9095681
Neural Net (ROSE)
0.9828006
0.7316877
Table 5b: Confusion matrices*
Linear logistic (ROSE)
Quadratic logistic (Over)
Truth
Truth
Pred 0
1
Pred 0
1
0 | 47426 17
0 | 47418 25
1 | 8 67
1 | 6 69
RF (Over)
Truth
Pred 0
1
0 | 47438 5
1 | 9 66

Neural net (ROSE)
Truth
Pred 0
1
0 | 47430 13
1 | 11 64

Accuracy*
0.9995
0.9993
0.9997
0.9995

Logistic: quadratic terms with LASSO*
Undersampling
0.9827175
0.6915803
Oversampling
0.9824838
0.7935913
Both
0.9510685
0.7036836
ROSE
0.9628794
0.5475979
*No sampling did not converge
0.9540286
0.9595123
0.9457366
0.9844079
0.9160344

0.8448476
0.8177367
0.8504548
0.8381937
0.7703227

Neural network*
Undersampling
0.9769187
Oversampling
0.6711547
Both
0.6848203
ROSE
0.9611862
Weighted option
0.6506091
*No sampling did not converge

0.6919809
0.2757658
0.2979033
0.7118781
0.2266319

Bolded models denote the category winner

*Assumes decision boundary at prob > ½
Sensitivity*
Specificity*
0.797619
0.999831
0.734043
0.999873
0.929577
0.999810
0.831169
0.999768

VI.

F1*
0.842673
0.816568
0.904110
0.842105

Conclusion

Payments fraud is a significant and growing issue in the United States
but detecting it can be like finding a needle in a haystack. I find that
oversampling and synthetic data generation methods, when properly
tuned, can lead to superior predictive performance in the face of class
imbalance. RFs are highly effective, easy to implement, and appear
to be robust to class imbalance, at least in the Kaggle dataset. Given
that payments fraud is constantly evolving, future areas of work
might include the application of reinforcement learning to a real-time
data stream. Although fraudsters will never retire, machine learning
algorithms can give them a run for their money.
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Figure 4: Finalist performance on test set: ROC and PRC
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